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What is it like to be a Hindu attending ONU?

NEED A DATE?
See Dave's dinner and a movie column

Indian transfer student tells her story
Spiritual Life, PAGE 8

ARTS & ENTERTAINMENT, PAGE 5
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NEWS I
¡1ery crash kills MLB
pitcher in New York
City
A small airplane carrying
New York Yankees pitcher,
Cory Lidle, crashed into
high-rise
apartment
building in New York City
late Wednesday afternoon,
according to CNN.com.
The pitcher and his flight
instructor, the only two
onboard, were both killed
when their plane plunged into
the building. Nobody in the
apartments was reportedly
injured.
The crash, which sparked
fears of another terrorist
attack, caused fighter jets
to be dispatched around the
East Coast, but were quickly
[ popped
upon
learning
the’ CiaSh did not involve
terrorism.

White Sox reach deal I
with
convenience
store to start games at|
7:11
Under
a
marketing]]
gimmick
announced |
Wednesday by thé' Chicago
White Sox,, all weeknight
home games will nowBtartl
four minutes slater because.]
of a deal with a major]
convenience store chain.
According
to ’ Foxl
News, the chain, 7-Eleven1
has signed a three-year]
sponsorship of thé team in]
exchange for the Whit|SSox |
tp begin their games at 7:11
i.m. While team spokesman,
Scott Reifert, would not
release monetary figures of
the contract, he did ¿ay the]
revenue wouldmqst likely go
towards the team or their ball |
field.
7-^teven stores have more]
than 180 locations in Chicago, ]
according to the news site,
and waê; picked because-ofi^
popularity in the Chicagoland
area.
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BLDD Architects are working with the university to design the Centennial Chapel.Their sketch is not a final draft,
however, because plans are subject to change as the building project “ n d n u e s ^ e v e l o p ^ U j | g | $ A |

Committee plans fundraising
for Centennial Chapel project
a one-time gift or a gift that
professors and staff members, alumni, business people and vyould span over the course of
id heade4 by Dr. James local Nazarene churches.
Dr. Greg Long, an Olivet three years. They hope to raise
Olivet’s .
Centennial TJpchtirch, Dean of the School
biology professor and a $250,000 by Oct. 16.
Campaign Committee is of Education^ ;and is one of member of the Centennial
Renchen says her personal
working hard to raises funds two committees raising funds
goal is more about support
to make sure the talk of a new
than it is about volume. She
chapel becomes a reality. .
explains that she would love
The campaign, which kicked
to see every worker give,
*We are at a significant moment in the
off two weel® ago, is geared :
even if it is only a small
history of our university, and those who donation of five dollars.
towards, faculty and staff
donations and praydr, in an
are able to participate by giving for the To Renchen, the chapel is
effort to help fund the nearly
much more than just another
Centennial Chapel J w ill be leaving
$22 million needed to build
building.
the Centennial Chapel.
^ ■I have been there [Olivet]
their legacy for students."
The. chapel is slated fpr
for 20 years and I have seen
construction in the fall of2007,
many kids saved because of
»WARREN ROGERS
in the area now occupied by the
chapel,” she said.
DIRECTOR OF RECRUITMENT
Ludwig parking lot and Gibson
Judy Renchen is not the
and Howe Halls, So far, over
only committee member with
half of the money has been
that
opinion. Warren Rogers,
Campaign Committee^ says
raised by substantial alumni for Centennial Year ventures.
Director
of Recruitment for
The second committee, the it is important for Olivet
donations and other sources,
the
university,
and another
to raise funds from its own
according; to Judy Renchen, Capital Campaign Committee,
committee member, believes
community.
the Manager for Building headed by Vice President |§r;
“If we can contribute to our chapel is the heartbeat of a
Advancement,
Services, and a member of the Institutional
Christian university. Rogers,
Brian Allen, .pas raised the own cause, that looks good to
campaign committee.
whose main role in the
outside donors,^ Long says.
The committee;'s which . majority of the money for the
Committee members are
See Chapeb PAGE #2
comprises
seven
Olivet chapel through donations by
asking the faculty to give either

By GaryBishirj

News Writer
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The GlimmerGlass is thé
.official newspaper of die
Associated Students of
Olivet Nazarene University
and a member of the Illinois
College Pres§; Association.
The opinions expressed in
the GlimmerGlass are those
of each writer and are not
necessarily held by the As
sociated Students Council,
faculty, administration or
students of Olivet Nazarene
University.
LETTER SUBMISSION
The GlimmerGlass encour
ages readers to respond
through letters to the editor.
For publication, letters must
be signed and sent to
GlimmerGlass, Box 6024.
The editor reserves the right
to edit letters for content,
style, and length. Publi
cation is not guaranteed.
Further inquiries may be
addressed by calling the
GlimmerGlass office at
campus extension 5315.

committee is to present the
fundraising plan tp the faculty,
says when giving towards
the chapel, it is important to
remember that current and
prospective students will
benefit.
“We are at a significant
moment in the history of our

university, and those who are
able to participate by giving
for the Centennial Chapel and
cultural center will be leaving
their legacy for students,”
Rogers said.
For the first time in 2003,
the university had to split up
the student body for chapel
due to the lack of space in
Chalfant Hall. The new chapel
will have enough seating to

allow the entire student body
to worship as one community. ■
While other needs exist
on campus, süch as a
new dormitory and extra
cafeteria space, university
administration
officials
believe having a building that
will allow the entire Olivet
community to .gather for
chapel is at the very corç of the
university’s mission.

The
committee
held
an initial meeting Sept. 28
informing the faculty and staff
of the purpose and goals of
the committee. The committee
will hold two more meetings
for those faculty members
who were unable to attend the
first meeting. Both will be held
Oct. 13, the first at 9:30 a.m,
and the other at 2:00 p.m.

Information Technology responds
to network problems
By Amy Kistner
News Writer

around mid-September, but all
issues were resolved by Sept.
This semester, * Olivet’s 25.
In addition, a server became
Information Technology (I.T.)
department has faced a number overloaded due to an excess of
of technological problems that computer traffic, which slowed
have inconvenienced students down Internet connections.
Also, last Tuesday, phone
and faculty.
The I.T. staff, whose employee service in the Grand 400
to user ratio is 1:196, has buildings was interrupted due
worked to resolve these to severe thunderstorms in the
issues. The staff includes 50 area.
The best way students,'
employees, 26 of which are
faculty and staff can prevent
,‘Students.
and
computerPrior to the start of . the network
semester,Ihformation problems is by keeping anti«
Technology (I.T.) departments virus software up to dategworked to ensure that networks^ said Chris O’ Brien, Olivet’s
phone lines and classroom Network Administrator.
technology were ready for use ,i “Certain parts of the network
•can be down ¡without affecting
and free of problem^. '
However, I.T. had to the whole,” O’Brien said.
According . to Seymour^
recover from a summer flood
that damaged some of their the best time of day to u s| the
equipment ah the basement of Intemet is during chapel hour®
when traffic is at it§ least.
Benner Library.
With the start of the ISfWe are definitely not saying
semester, a firewall issue that students should skip
prevented off-campus students chapel though Seymour said
from accessing the Blackboard with a laugh.
Inversely, the worst time to
website.
Later, there were some use the Internet j | just after
HjONUnet” network issues! but chapel hour. Another busy
those were quickly resolved, time for the servers is between
according to Director o f ' 2:50 p.m, and 3:30 p.m.
Information
Technology^ In addition to heavy traffic,
Spyware is a major problem
Dennis Seymour.
Also,
some
Internet I.T. faces. Spyware is software.
connectivity issues occurred designed to steal information

from personal computers. It is
uploaded through a variety of
sources. There are many types
of Spyware, and each can
inflict a number of problems
to computers and networks..
Likewise, viruses threaten
the
network’s
stability.
According to O’Brien-, viruses
can spread through a network
rapidly, primarily through email messages.
“Viruses can be easily spread
across the network,^ he says.
“Even if you clear a certain
computer, [the virus] can still
spread.’j s
Students’
personal
computers
comprise
the
majority of the ONU network.
According to Seymour, there
are «,600
student-owned
computers on campus, which
means about 75 percent of the
student body owns a computer
connected to Olivet’^servers.
In addition, there are 900
University-owned computers,'
and 23 compulgf labs with 250

printers.
Also, there are 455 wireless
access points on campus, and
approximately 4,700 users use .
this technology.
Students and staff who
surf the Internet and send
email comprise,a majority of
the network.
Each day, network users
visit 7,180,000 websites, send
30,000 emails): and in the
process; get 45,000 pieces of
spam blocked.
I.T.conSjsts ofsjj divisions:
Application
Service^;
Helpdesk
and
Technical
Support,
Networking,
Telecommunic ations,
PC Repair
and Web
Development ;
Each is responsible for
a specific area, of campus
technology
including
Blackboard, Tiger Cards, work
orders,v w irele^ internet, the
Olivet website and support to
^hine.FM.

Bible Study & Prayer Meeting at :
Kankakee First Church of the Nazarene
W ednesdays -''7:00pm - Rooms 101-102
Contact: Earl Morgan, 933-8216
earl-m@sbcglobal.net

Sunday School &Worship Services-^OOam & 10:30am
Evening Service - 6:00pm

TIRED lO F e a t in g t h e
SAME OLD FAST FOOD?
Have a Grinder. It'll Leave You
Pickin' Your Teeth &
Rubbin'Your Belly!
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Students experience the world
Olivet receives national recognition fo r study abroad programs
By Amy Kistner
--------1

Variety writer

Olivet has recently received
national recognition for its
participation in study abroad
programs*- These programs
give students opportunities to
see the world and sharpen their
skills in personally chosen
career paths. Students travel
anywhere from Washington,
D.C. to China through various
international programs offered
by the Council of Christian
Colleges and Universities
(CCCU).
According to a Sept. 20 Olivet
press' release, “The CCCU
recently announced Olivet No.
2 of 105lBiools in its rankings
of campus involvement in the
BcStSemester ■study abroad
programs. The ranking reflects
the number of students who are '
participating in the programs
this fa lljj||
Amongst those studying
abroad this semester are
juniors Susan Nowak and
Trevor Winn who are spending
this semester in England as
part of the Scholars’ Semester
in Oxford Program at Oxford
University. Winn says they
will study very hard and write
many papers this semester.
S^fYou write many decent
length papers in a short period;actually doing more work in
that time than regular Oxford
undergrade are responsible
m ot,” Winn ^aid^Tt is intense
and .intimidating at times, but
worth it, ak your writing skills
are honed. I currently have
one paper due on Thursday
afternoon- as well as one due

Olivet's Emily Benson, third from right, gathers with her friends in the Scholar's Semester in Oxford program. Also
pictured (1-rVKristen Erbelding, Debora Tienou, Heidi Korver, (Emily Benson), Caitlin Seccombe^lizabeth Yepez
K
#
Submitted photo

on the following Tuesday, so wonderful,’’Nowaksaid. “They
you can se£ the schedule is are in love with education for
education’s sake/ and they
demanding.”
Nowak has particularly do their best to Instill that in
enjoyed her interactions/ with us as visiting students. They
also have a very global sense
others at the university.
“The people associated with of community and are excited
the university, and especially to work with students of any
with our program* are background from any country.”
Nowak went on to say, “The
English, in general, though,
don’t have a. very high view
577 William Latham Drive
Bourbonnais, IL 60914
of Americans, as shown by
815-929-1866
one of the common billboards
in London, which • reads:
Hours:

T u ffi
Auto Service
Centers

‘Nothing good ever came
out of America.’ So at times,
anti-American sentiments are
frustrating to deal with, but
overall, the people are a lot
of fun and/very interesting.”
Nowak says she recommends
this program only to those
who really want to learn and
not those looking for an easy
semester.
“If you want to be stretched,
challenged, even a little tired
at times, and acquainted or
immersed in a culture that is so

Mon - Fri: 8:00 am - 6:00 pm
Sat: 8:00 am.-4:00 pm

10% Discount
for students & faculty
University ID required
Offering Complete Automotive Repair!.
We Fix Cars and Treat You Right!
Com puter Diagnostics Engine,transm ission,

$10 Dry Cuts
20% Off Other Services
Any wash, cut, & style or color service!
Call, today at 815-928-94451

General M aintenance,... and m uch m o r e p
Special Rates on Towing Service
Car Care One, 90 Days Same as Cash

WALK-INS WELCOME!

Visit us on the web at: www.tuffy.com

Alumni-owned & operated!

209 N. Main Street, Bourbonnais, IL 60914

many hundreds of years old,”
Nowak says, “it is truly an
exciting experience, however
hard the coursework may be.”
Winn reiterates the
intensity of the program.
“I would not recommend
doing it any sooner [than junior
year], although it has been done
in the past,” he says. “I would
recommend that students do
the program, as it is good
experience for grad school.”
While not currently oversees,
junior Jordan Simpson studied
abroad in China for four months
during the spring semester'of
his sophomore year.
“I attended Xiamen
University/ a public school
with about 20,000 Chinese
students,” he said. “We.were
living in a dorm for overseas
students
with
Japanese,
Indonesian and Philipino
"‘students down the hall.”
Simpson spent his
semester teaching English
to kindergarteners. He says
the people were accepting of
Westerners.
“The Chinese were very
polite and receptive of u s,j
he says. “They’re also very
curious, since there are not
many foreigners and there are a
See Study Abroad» PAGE #4

VARIETY
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<CONTINUED FROM PAGE #3

lot of Chinese. It’s not impolite
to. stare, so everywhere you,
go you have dozens of eyes
looking at you. Sounds creepy,
but by the end of the trip I
didn’t even notice it anymore.”
Simpson says teaching
English to kindergartners w a i
one of the best experiences
he had while in China. He
explained that the Chinese
consider anything below the
first grade "kindergarten, so he
worked with kids from two
years old to six years old at the
school.
: “My classes were the older
kids, the five and six-yearsold ones. They were more
responsive than the younger
ones, but also wilder,” Simpson
says,,“So every Wednesday for
nine weeks I got to play duckduck-goose and the hokeypokey with forty yellingscreaming Chinese kids who
understood about half of
what I said. It was a blast.” .
In addition, Simpson was
able to do a bit of traveling
while in China. He and the
group he was with were able
Mo travel to the Tibetan plateau.
Through that experience, they
were able to see how minorities
in China live.
“About eight percent of
the population [of China] is
minority. The Tibetans live
high in the mountains^ raising
livestock and working with
p ie little ground they can to
grow crops,” Simpson said.
| “We stayed with Canadian
agricultural developers who
were working to increase the
crop yield of the farmers.’^
While on the Tibetan
plateau, Simpson and his group
got to see a part of China very
different from the city.
ShWhile we were there I
got to irrigate a field, .climb
a mountain, see a Tibetan
Buddhist monastery
and
teach English to. Tibetan
students,” he said. “It-was a
whole other iide of China I
didn’t see staying in Xiamen.”
Simpson would highly
sugge||others spend apm ester
studying abroad in China.
IjiT would definitely
recommend going to China to

a

HHMbb
I
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Junior Jordan Simpson flies a kite neat.the Great Wall of China during his stay at Xiamen University last spring.
_________
Submitted Photo
study abroad, and I would love
to go back myself,” he said.
¡SChina is so different from the
West. We hardly know anything
about their county. Places like
Europe . and Latin America
are virtually the same .as the
By Reeve Hutchens
' Johnson was amongst the
“We never caused any
United States when compared
Variety writer
creatively dressed.
trouble and we had fun.
to a cultujp like China.”
Simpson went on to say,!
Reclining in his- chair! iCwfl haye, always disliked People around us might
“There is so much to learn
Dr. DayC Johnson, Assistant mimes' and cloWns;' So, one have thd&ght we .were a bit
about ChinKJbarely feel like
Professor of English,'stared year, myi friends and I -there annoying though,” he sqid.
With a
ll’ve scratched the Murfac&
out his office' window were about ;
eight
of
us
laugh, Johnson
and that’s after four months of
and reminisces about his
or
so
»fwent
thinks
about
extensive studying.” .
experiences as a student at
"Halloween was
as
loud
and
the
;
collection
Simpson believes most
Olivet from 1991 through
Americans dp not know what : 1995. Johnson recalls a few ofruqt^ i qu a one of my favorite Qp odds and
'm im e fe ^
ends
he?s
this nation is truly like.
special fall memories. .
times of year."
With
¿flburnulafed
“If student^ are encouraged
“Halloween was one of myi
-DR. DAVE JOHNSON
Root
over the years.
. to think outside of the box,
favorite times of the year,” he IBC
‘1 1 ‘W henI
China is not .even on the
said. “There was always great Beer bottles
in
hand,
graduated,
I
same piece of paper. It||$; a
participation with students*
Johnson
and
fellow
classma||f
had
a
Collection
of
six
or
eight
wonderful country, a Ridden
and staff because of the
treasure most people in the
activities planned like trick- rogmed around campus trick- poorly made wig® blond and
West know nothing about.” or-treating, costumes, ciazz or-treating, yelling, laughing curly and ewfr multicolored.
Simpson, Winn and Nowak
band concerts and the Rosen and generally giving mimes a Those were probably ‘frqm
our year as clo-wnsSp
are just a few of the countle§|| Boom Farm Where the senior bad
It didn’t stop there.
Like Jphnson, perhaps
students who choose to study
class put on a|fraunted trail
¿
“Another
year
we
went
we
will
one day find old
outside of the familiar United
and bam for the studentship
as
clowns
—
disgusting
and
costumes
|ti ourJllosets and
States and who are changed,
Apparentlypspofting crazy
remember our own Jisillychallenged and enlightened as
costume? was as popular back revolting clowns” he said.
All
eight
donned
their
wigs
stories. And, perhaps we too
a result. For more information
then, as it is now at Olivet’s
and
face
paint,
trooping
around
will one day share them With
on study abroad programs,
annual Costume and Candy
campus
and
causing
grief
for
future Olivetians.
contact Dr. William Dean,
FeSt held at Hidden Cove.
clowns everywhere.
Chair of the Department of

^/ e

a te a a v ^ m e a t
Loud M imes and revolting clowns

History and Political Science.

I t ’ s a Z o o O u t T h e r e By Chris Sanders and Brad Krohe
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What will Dave review next? Submit your
requests at glimmerglass.olivet.edu.
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Dinner and a movie
The A d v e n tu r e s o f th e f i l m / f o o d c r itic D a v e
F o w le r c o n tin u e w ith a r e v ie w o f C h ica g o
D o u g h a n d th e m o v ie “T h e G u a r d ia n
”

By Dave Fowler___________
A&E columnist

I like surprises, don’t
you? I’m a big fan of pranks,
surprise parties, letters in the
mail and jelly donuts that
appear to be regular until you
bite into them and discover
their scrumptious innards.
Well, sit down, my admirable
friend, and I will share with
you a tale full of surprises.
It all began when I pulled
into the Chicago Dough
parking lot, which HHnext
to Moon Monkey. As I was
kindly seated, I took notice
to the walls» spangled with
nick-knacks, these, those and
whatnots.
Quite dazzling,
I must say. So there I was*
minding my own business,
admiring a car ad from the

1920’s,
when
suddenly,
surprise! I caught my waiter
sneaking up on me. No joke,.
this elderly gentleman was
hunched over, on his tiptoes,
sneaking up on me. When
he saw that I noticed him,
he nonchalantly regained
composure and smiled, then
asked me if .1 was ready to
order. It turned out that this
guy was quite possibly the
coolest waiter I have ever
had. ‘ I ordered a thin crust,
with garlfl green peppers and
Canadian bacon and it was
magnificent. Chicago Dough
has quality pizza at areasonable
price. A dinner for two will
cost around 20 bucks, That
ipeludes a medium pizza with
three toppings, breadsticks and
drinks. Surprising? You bet.
Now on to the movie; I
cheeked out the showings^
for “The Guardian’S and
another surprise. The only
showing that I-could see was
iii Orland. For those of you
:Who don’t have a life outside
of the bubble, Orland is about
40 minutes north on U.S.
45. For those of you that can
make the run in lefi than 12
parsecs, this shoMdn’t be a
problem. “The Guardian” is

Netherton's Body Shop, Inei
Complete Collision Repair

Nertherton's
Body Shop, Inc.
2081 W. Station St.
Kankakee, IL 60901
Phone: 815-933-4Í91
Fax:815-933-4774

IK -

another movie that exceeded
my expectations.
First of all, I was glad to
see Kevin Costner again.
His acting career plunged to
the depths back in ’95 after
“Waterworld,” but now he has
re-emerged in “The Guardian”.
I’ve seen my fair share of army
and navy flicks||and I think
it’s about time that the Coast
Guard got recognized on the
;silver screen.
The movie
brings .us into the lives of
two men of the Coast Guard,
a senior chief and trainee. It
begins by Submerging us
into the depths of the ocean,.
where Ben Randall;, played
by Kevin Costner, is rescuing,
two 'survivors of a shipwreck.
Afterwards^he takes a break
from saving lives to becoming
anppstructor. Then we meet
Jake Fischer, played by Ashton
Kutcher, training through Aschool to be one of America’s
elite in the Coast Guard. The
two characters were not fond
of each other at first, but as the
movie continues, we see how
they are drawn together by a
similar past.
Mostof the movie was rather
enjoyable and very believable;
up until the end* which was no
surprise to me. 1 should’ve
guessed that Hollywood would
Step in and over-dramatize an
already excellent movie.
couldn’t help but groanat how
unreasonable the ending was.
Sometimes I wish those big
bully Hollywood producers
would stop thinking about box
office sales and leave good
movies alone. But overall,
“The Guardian” is a must see.

H ie mystery behind
Olivet’s cable
By Tracey Wangler
A&E writer

This year, Olivet has added
new channels to the cable
system, raising its number of
channels to 42.
fc'Hfl don’t really watch a
whole lot of TV, but the new
Channels have a bettet variety
and a whole lot more to choose
from,’li sophomore Kaylee
Bontrager says.1 “Itff not just
news and TLC anymore-.” ’
It was just seven years ago
that Olivet began to make
Cable available to students
living on campus. Six months ;
beforehand, they assembled
a committee of students and
staff to help select channels.
The school purchases a
block, says Woody WebbJ
Dean of Student Development.
Every block includes a number
of stations. Each block is
different from the others. The
committee chooses channels;
from those blocks.
".y^iVeJ wi|l have to buy a
number of blocks to get the
channels that are wanted
sometimes,”Jie said.
. For the first ^ years that
the campus had cable, the
same number of channels were
offered. If a new channel were
added, another would have to

CREATIVE
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be removed, due to lack of
equipment.
“Every time we get more
channels, we need to buy more
equipment,” Webb said.
When students are not
able to view certain favorite
channels, it may not be that
those channels are deemed
unacceptable. To save money,
it is in the school’s best interest
to limit the programming to
channels that are included in
the purchased blocks and won’t
require more equipment.
“It comes down to equipment
and what would be taken
away,” Webb says.
Webb reminds, however, that
the committee solicits feedback
from students and faculty. And
according to Webb, they aré
always open to feedback.
“I had no idea that we could
petition for new. channels.
That would be beneficial for
students to know,” junior
transfer student Doug Nielson
■said. “But, I do like the cable
better here than at Purdue
[University].”
Anyone who would like
to give feedback or make
suggestions about stations
can contact Kathy Steinacker,
Associate Dean for Community
Life.

A HIGH ENERGY HAIR SALON
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Nertherton's Tire
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Kankakee, IL 60901
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Fall Break

Top: Some participants stand near the U.S. Capitol Bpding at a press conference for
northern Uganda. Right: Betty Bigombe speaks at the conference.
Photo bv Keri Shày

Left: Some Oliveisjudents sit outside the conference
with their packets and t-shirts. Bottom;The entire group
of participants poses in their Wishirts and prepares to
lobby for peace in Uganda at their senator's office.
Phoffftby Keri Shay

Brittney Brown visits her boyfriend over fall break. Here, the happy couple captures.
memory at an Ohio State football game.
Submitted photo

Liz H o lle n b erg g o es h o m e to E u re k a ^ l.a n d visits a
b o w lin g a lle y w ith h e r fa m ily. Submitted Photo

SPECIALS
FOR
STUDENTS
AND
FACULTYI

Like many students, tmilee foxworthy spends time witij i
her family over fall break. She takes a moment to smile
for the camera with her mom.
I Submitted photo
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Com e get a

guy of your own!

expertly service
your vehicle! Just like we have for the last 16 years!

u think- there's something wrong with your
ssion, bring it to Mr. Transmission for a FREE
ce check. W ith our step-by:step diagnostic
II find what troubles.your transmission and have
1 the road in no time;

ft mr.TransrnjSSion

I

L

The Professionals

860 Armor Road • Bourbonnais, IL 60914 «815-933-6699 «wfww.mrtransmission.com
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“ Oh lord, you have searched me and
you know me.” psaim 139:1

Student shares different beliefs~
By Bethany Sackett

her mind.
“I came to Olivet because
of the Nursing program. A
Olivet continues to show itself friend of the family had told
a melting pot of ethnicities and me about their one-on-one
beliefs among Olivet students. interaction [and] what a nice
One student, Sheena Patel, is program it was, and I was
a transfer junior with a major already somewhat familiar
in Nursing. She is like any with the school.”*/
other Olivet
Patel knew
student:
that
Olivet
concerned
was a private
about her "I feel like an out school, but she
grades,
did not realize
cast sometimes,
getting to
the Christian
chapel on but I chose this
foundations
time
and
and standards
. having
a school, and I am
that
Olivet
p o s i t i v e open to it" ;.
precisely
Soci al
upholds.'
experience
;; “It was
at college. »SHEENA PATEL
a huge eye-:
Ho w e v e r ,
opener. It is
something that people might hard walking into. I just havefind interesting, or even a feeling that everyone is
shocking upon meeting her, is. looking at me.”
that she is a practicing Hindu.
In some cases,“Chapel
This might come as a surprise, also proves to be challenging
considering'most people at a for Patel.
Christian university tend to
“I don’t sing along with the
practice Christianity. Obvious songs,' B ut I leave the Bible
questions begin to arise like, on the seat, or I hold onto it
“Why did she choose Olivet?” during the service, the same
or “What does she think about I would do in a temple.. I’m
chapel?”
not trying to .be disrespectful,
Patel has encounters with- but sometimes I feel guilty in
these questions somewhat Chapel. It’s kind of hard.||$
regularly, and the answers to
On the other hand, chapel
her story remain the same.
can be enlightening and
Patel was bom right here comparable to her Hinduism
in Bourbonnais to a practicing beliefs.
Hindu family who came
“I don’t completely
to the United States from disregard what the speakers
India. Living here provided say.. Some of the points they
familiarity with Olivet. When -say in aghapel aren’t just for
she-was young, her family the Christian beliefs. They are
moved an hour and a half true for Hinduism as well; like
north to Schaumburg, 111., but forgiveness. For me, U’s really
when it came time to decide cool to learn about a different
what college was ¡right for her, belief.’^
Olivet proved to be fresh in
Her roommates also provide
------------ Spiritual Life editor

Sheena Patel (right)l, a practicing Hindu attend|p Olivet, takes a momenttö pose for
a picture with her sister Kaveeta (left).
Submitted Photo

answers to her questions and
confusions.
Talking about being a
follower of Christ, Patel says,
“If I have any questions, they
are happy to answer. We were
watching Passion of the Christ
and I had a million and one
questions. I’m;lure iris really
annoying, but they always are
willing to answer them.”
When asked if she has ever
considered accepting Christ
she say s£ ||l have actually
thought!7 about it a couple
times l l l l
Patel’s parents seem
receptive to the idea of her
attending a Christian college

when she call? home to talk
about what she has experienced
on campus.
“They were really impressed
that teachers devote a couple
of minutes to prayer before
lass. It shows that they care
here,’,’ she ||a y s ,i|i tell them
what I’ve learned and they’ll
?ay, ‘Go ahead! CoifyertP If I
ever really did itvf don’t know
how my parents would really,
react to it.”
Shfeisays, “They know that
they can’t forceme to believe
in a religion; They are happy
that I believe in something
rather than nothing.”
Some of the ideas that we as

longtime Christians consider
''easy to understand prove to be
complicated for Patel.
‘T think that Christian
Formation
be really hard
for me. I don’t want to put
aside the cl||seS for my major
because I am struggling with
a basic foundational class on
Christianity.”
•While it may. be somewhat
of a culture |§cfck, Patel is
confident in Jier decision.
feel Tike an outcast
sometimes, but I chose this
school, and I am open to 5t”

Should we confront another Christian?
A look into w hat the Bible says about approaching beleivers who are in sin
By Julia Bridges.

we are responsible, àccording
to the apostle Paul, to judges
those inside the church, as
far as holding
In Matthew 18:15-20 Jesus
them to the
gives instructions on how to
standards of
confront a brother or sister
"In Christian confrontation, it is important
conduct
by
whoksins. After approaching
which
we
all
to speak and act out of love, hot out of an
the person,., first one-on-oneJ
should live,"
then in a team of two or three,
ger,
bitterness,
revenge
or
a
judgm
ental
Paul
also tell
then through the church, if the
us
“Do
not
person still refuses to listen,
spirit."
go on passing
he or she is to be cut off. Paul
j
udgment
also tells us, in 1 Corinthians 5,
before
. the
JULIA BRIDGES
to not associate with a brother
time, but wait
living in sin.
until the Lord
However, in the very next
comes
who
will
both brings
act
out
of
love,
not
out
of
passage, Matt. 18:21-35, when tells a parable illustrating that
to
light
the
things
hidden in
Peter questions Jesus on the we cannot receive forgiveness anger, bitterness, revenge or
extent of forgiveness, Jesus from the Father unless , we a judgmental spirit. While the darkness and disclose the

-------------Spiritual Life w riter

basically tells, him to forgive
his brother an unlimited
number of times. He then

forgive others.
In Christian confrontation,it is important to speak and

motives of men’s hearts” (1
Cor. 4:5). God Will discern the
motives of everyone’s heart;
through us He wants to show
forgivSiess and mercy. We
have an opportunity to extend
forgiveness when we honestly
confront one another in love.
As James reminds us in his
epistle, chapter 5 verses 19
through 20, “My brethren, if
any among you strays from the
truth, and one turns him back,
let him know that he who
turns a sinner from the error
of his way will save his soul
from death, and will cover a
multitude of sins.’frig
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End of se a so n w ill te st depth of W0MEMCER
women’s c ro ss country
WOMEN’S CROSS COUNTRY
Bv Katharyn Mansfield
Sports writer

The Olivet women’s Cross,
country team is off to a fantas
tic' start this year as the girls
land a number two ranking in
their division, beating the preseason prediction of fourth
place.
The team holds claim to
three ftest place finishes and
one Second place finish so far
this^eason.
“The thing I like about cross
country is that we can run up
against Division One schools^
freshman M ig.not Abe§&^\
says.
On Oct. 1, the team trav
eled to Kentucky Tor a race
and: came away with a first
place finish in the NAIA divi
sion, and a seventh place finish
overall* The only teams that
came ahead <|f ONU were Di
vision One schools.|Poity-one
schools competed in the meet.
The team is led by runners
junior Bethany McCoy, se
niors Carmin Green and Jenny
lillis,- freshman Kaeley Matuz
and many others.
The two top runner's, McCoy

and Green, have set goals for on poorly marked courses and
more, each girl has held her
the team and for themselves.
“We want to come away with own and represented Olivet
a trophy for the entire team at and God while racing bigger
the end of the season,” McCoy secular colleges.
The team is coached by
.Said.
Mike
McDowell, who has
Green is in her last year of
running for Olivet. She has been coaching women’s cross
been running for around eight country for six years. He also
coaches men’s, cross country
years.
McCoy, has been.running and track. Ashley Palmer, a
for ten years and plans to run graduate assistant, also helps
coach the team,
again next year for Olivet.
v “We’ll find out how well
* Throughout the season, both
girls, hope to’ improve their we’re doing after Nationals*”
McDowell 'said. “Everyone is
personal timisfc/j
running
excellent right now.”
Another top runner is KaeLast year, the Lady Tigers
ley Matuzi a freshman at ONU’
llanded
a second place spotlit
who iigin her second year runthe
nation.
They have earned
ning crosscountry.
“Workouits can be fun, but a NCCAA National Cham
hanging put with everybody pionship, four NAIA Region
makes it all worth It,” said ‘WII Champions{iip$|and three
CCAC Championships since
Matuz.
Matuz’s goals for the sea- 2003.
Olivet is hosting the men’s
son mflude staying within the
top seven runners, and taking team and the women’s team
around .a, minute off her 5k Oct. 14. The race will be held
at Camp Shaw-Wa-Na-See,
tim e # .
Each race proves a differ Olivet’s.home course, at111:15
ent challenge for the team am. Students are welcome to
and each runner individually. come and cheer on the run
Through injuries, wrong turns n e r#

In their last tw o regular season games, the women s soccer
team is hoping to finish strong.The team currently has a
record of 7-4-2 for the entire season and a 4-2-1 record in the
CCAC conference. Pictured above, Abby Hay,junior vyards off
a defender from Grace College in a 4-1 win on Sept. 9. Hay is
one of five juniors on the team . Below, Rachel Page makes
advancem ent on the field. Page backed the team in their win
against Grace College in which she scored tw o goals. Page
is the leading scorer on the team with a total of seven goals
on the season. In their most recent game on Oct. 11 the team
fought for a 1-1,tie with the Illinois Institute ofTechnology.
The lone goal was scored by senior Danielle Hickey, in the
first half.The team's next game is Oct. 14 at Judson College at
12:30 p.m. followed by their final regular season game on Oct.
18 at Cardinal Strltch University (Wis.) at 7 p.m.
Photo$.feV P e n to n H ird/lm ages Editor

J o e ’s A utom otive Inc.
Car running rough?
Check Engine light on?

More t o w and women on the front lines are surviving life-threatening injuries than ever before

See

for one reason: We have the most elite nurses inthe world. As a U.S. Air Fo ||e nurse, you receive
the most advanced training and have access to the' best medical technology on the planet. And

Cedifed

Larry Nottke
Electrical Specialist

whether you're treating Airmen on foreign soil or their families on bases here in the U.S., you can
put all of that training to use. If you're interested in learning more about a better place to practice
medicine, call or visit us H

.

1 -8 0 0 -5 8 8 -5 2 6 0 • AIRFORCE.COM/HEALTHCARE

937-9281
560 S. Washington, Kankakee
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Sports outside the

b u b b le
Bearsbeginning to surprise
By Jimmy Street

first half of play.
The play of the big names
that Chicago is accustomed to
have been a large factor in the
effectiveness of that defense,
but recent additions have
provided more depth in the
secondary.
The interesting thing is that
kind of performance by this
Bears’ defense is nothing new
to the team, but the numbers
on the other side of the ball
are something that this team
hasn’t
seen for a ridiculous
Whatever the Chicago Bears
have had to offer so far this amount of time.
The difference for the Bears ’
season, I’m buying it.
offense
this year has been
After starting 5-0 for the
first time in decades, people not only Rex Grossman, but
are finally starting to give the the emergence of a receiving
Bears some creditand realizing core that has surprised a large
that this is a team that truly number'of people.
Muhsin Muhammed
has the ability to make a lot
has
been •
of noise
recognized
deep
into the "Whatever the Chicago as a great
receiver for
playoffs
Bears
have
had
to
offer
years now,
a n 'd
.go what he
m a y b e so far this season, I'm
has done is
even
buying
i
t
."
no surprise
in the
to anyone.
Super
HoweverS
Bowl.
there
is
a
third-year
man out
In the first five weeks of
the season, the Bears’ closest of Fresno State who has been
game has come against the a pleasant surprise to some*
Minnesota Vikings, a game and a fulfilled expectation for.
that was decided by just three others.
Bernard Berrian has been
points in Minnesota.
noted
as only a speed threat
The average margin of
before
this year in the NFL,
victory in the Bears other
four games, three of which and those accusations were
have been at Soldier Fields primarily true. Berrian offers
is very impressive. In those blazing speed which m akes
four games, the Bears have him a candidate to catch the
outscored their opponents 137- deep ball, but any player that
20. That’s winning by almost is one-dimensional isn’t too
hard to defend. ,
four touchdowns, per game.
That’s why I think the
I was anxious this weekend
competition
between
he
to see how the Bears would
fair against Willis McGahee, and Mark Bradley that took
the league’s highest rated place in Training Camp
Sports writer

M

m

Fallcoachesgive insight to season
MEN’S GOLF
The ONU golf team is closing out a successful season of tournament play. The Tigers.,,
finished second in the regular season Northern Illinois Intercoljegiate Golf Conference (NIIGC)
and also took second in the NIIGC. tournament. Freshman Seth Doran (Normal, EL), led the Ti
gers and was conference co-medalist for the season. Joining Doran on the all conference team
was sophomore Jason Hopkins (Woodridge, IL), freshman Jordan Dillard (Hanna City, IL), and
lonorable mention freshman Brad Dulin (Grant Park, IL). Rounding out the Tigejs five man
ineup for the conference tournament was senior Josh Koch.
Earlier in the spring, the Tigers won the St Joseph’s College Invitational. The Tigers low
team score of the year was a 289 at the IVCC two day invitational in Oglisby, IL.
The Tigers closed out thefi^s^ason with the National Christian College (NCCAA) tourna
ment where they finished 11th out of twenty-five teams with Hopkins and Doran leading the
way with two day totals Of 149 and 150 respectively. Freshman Christopher Dean (Oswego,
L), also made the Tiger’s NCCAA tournament team.
Coach Jeff Schimmelpfenni

Next meet: NAIA Regional Meet at Eagle Ridge Golf Club (Galena, IL),
time TBA.
.

MEN’S AND WOMEN’S CROSS COUNTRY
“Our teams are running very well at the right time with Regionals just three weeks away.
On the women’s, side, we’re still ranked 2nd in the latest NAIA National ratings, but the thing I
ike the most is the focus of the team. Our goal the whole season has been to trophy at Nation
als and that has still not changed. For the men, we’re one of those teams that could qualify to
Nationals and surpri^jç veryone. We’re not à top 10 team, but it wouldn’t surprise me if we
jumped into the top 20 at Nationals and no one saw us coming.- We’re young and just now
starting to put it all1together.’p ;
Coach Mike McDowell

Next meet: Tiger Invitational at Home, 10:30 a.ni.

MEN’S AND WOMEN’S TENNIS

V

The men’s and women’s fall season ended Saturday. The only loss for the women was 5-4 to
Indiana Wesleyan, who ended last season ranked 14th in the nation. The men finished their fall
season with 7-2 and 6-3 wins over Bethel and Indiana Wesleyan respectively. The men finished
their season 5-0.
Coach Obie Coomer

Season ended
WOMEN’S VOLLEYBALL
Right now we are 14-10 and 6-0 in thé Chicagoland Collegiate Athletic Conference. We
are 1st in the conference and 1st in Region VII right now. Wektill have not been 100 percent
healthy, as Stephanie Smith has been out two weeks with a badly sprained ankle. I would really
like to see this team at full speed at least for one match. That would be nice. We are hanging in
there, but conference playoffs and the conference tournament are coming up soon. We need to
pick up our level of intensity irw e are to meet our goals.
Coach Williams

Next game: Holiday Inn Express Tournament at Home, time TBA

"I'm a football player, that's what
motivates me. If you need some
thing like that [competition
against teammate] to motivate
you, then you don't belong here.
»-BERNARD BERRIAN

running back to this point in
the season.
Once again,
the Bears surprised even the
most optimistic of spectators
by holding the Bills’ tailback
to just 16 rushing yards in the

was something that will be
extremely beneficial to the
success of this team.
When I approached Berrian
at camp and asked if the
competition between he and

Bradley was something that
motivated him, his jfesponse
was something that told
me a lot about not only his
character, but of the mindset
of this team.
“I’m a football player,that’s,
what motivates me. If you need
something like that.to motivate
you, then you don’t belong out
here,” Berrian said.
Whatever is motivating
Berrian has led to 19 catchesff

417 yards and four touchdowns
in just five games this year.
Not bad for a receiver who
had fwo touchdowns and 471
yards in his first two seasons
combined.
This week, the Bears will
shine in the national spotlight
on Monday night as they
travel to the desert to face the
Arizona Cardinals (1-4).
After the trip west, the team
will enjoy their bye week and
4-L/>m

fnoa

Ri’a n o i c o n

oriH

Miami at Solider Field before
three consecutive trips to the ;
east coast to face the Giants,
Jets and Patriots.
If all goes as it should, the
Giants. should be the Bears’
first true test on Ndv. 12, when
Chicago comes to the Big
Apple with an 8-0 record:

II
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JOHNSON

We also need to accept beleivers, and we need to all be
for drugs. They were killing and demonstrates that we are
two birds with one stone. Yet, not immune to tragedy. It does the fact that'we are humans, aware that tragedy can strike a
this led the whole school to not happen once and then go and cannot prevent bad things college, like the one a month
ago in Canada, or a small
something else happens and not focus on the
Amish school.
we move on. Another example simulation
but
After this event,
of this would be my freshman the drug dogs.
I hope that schools. across
year of high school when my Possibly proving "The opposite of complacency is paranoia, and
choir class and I had to stay in that we are not we need to find a happy medium where we are
the country, all of North
really, can take a
the choir room for an hour as understanding the
aware of what could happen in order to prevent it America
hard
look
at what can occur
part of a “lockdown."
severity of the
from happening again."
Throughoutthe school, situation at hand
and plan to prevent it.
But not just secular,
no one wa$ .allowed to leave
A f t e r »-KT JOHNSON
public
institutions; even
any of the classrooms. The this
lockdown
Olivet needs to realize
lockdown was a simulation occurred, less than
in which we all assumed that a year later in the aftermath of away. Rather, tragedy is a.part from happening, nor can God. that we live so close to an
there were people in the school Columbine, .this was the last of life and in order to prevent
If God protected us extremely violent community
shooting ' at our peers and lockdown to occur in my four that tragedy, we need to be from everything evil, then what and that could be played out
teachers.
years. The drug dogs came aware of what could happen. experiences in life would we on our home turf. We cannot
However, the truth back, but we knew that there The opposite of complacency have to balance on, to run away grow complacent so that,
/of the matter was that there were drug dogs and that no is paranoia, and we need to from the second, third, fourth hopefully, seven years from
were drug dogs and the school actual simulation was taking find a happy medium where time around? The Christian now, an event like this can be
we are aware of what could community especially needs prevented and not regretted.
wanted to emulate a simulation place.
happen
in order to prevent it to realize that we are all God’s
comparable to what happened
What happened last
from
happening
again.
in Columbine, but also search week brings backold memories
children, believers and non«CONTINUED FROM PAGE12

Prevention is too little, too late
Learningfrom th epast key to ending school violence
By Stephanie Simpson

idea that their community is that human beings could
dangers lurk everywhere. Is it background.
Forum writer
An article released by the impregnable. There is no sure commit such brutal acts against
possible that we as members
way to predict such aggressive one another. As violence
A continuous timeline of a Christian university have Associated Press states that
behavior.
continues to escalate through
of violent acts at |||o o lS r- become complacent because although city schools arè better
copycats, media coverage
the most recent of which we feel that we have
and hostile terrorists, it
took place on O ctiM 2006, nothing to fe a r|p
seems there is no cure in
The ’ truth of
'are- becoming increasingly
"The media actually pollutes the minds of stu
sight. The latest rash of
gruesome. ;32-yeafHt>ld Carl the mattergis that
violent activity, according
Roberts fired upon^teri'* girls anyone, at‘anytime, dents into the common conception that violence
in a one-room sShoolhouse ih| ancjr at any place Is centered solely upon metropolitan areas and It to CNN, has left officials
nearly baffled as to how to
an Amish community. Of the can be a target.
further
enhances
the
idea
that
their
community
is
begin to handle the ever
ten victims, fivi'gitis died and I feel that most
mounting problem.
Schools have not impregnable,"
Roberts took his own life .?
Lack of knowledge on
In many cases, measures accurately equipped
the
subject
area is no longer
to prevent such tragedies themselves or their
»-STEPHANIE SIMPSON
a
viable
excuse. With
seem to be too M tfetoo late. student body to
ample information about
Stereotypes lull people into a deal with a terrorist
these
attacks available, our
Many
false sense, of security when flituation.
community
should be alert
have
developed
it comes;' to protection in schools
The
best
way
to
prevent
to the prospective damage that
an academic environment. methods of prevention, but prepared for Such Instances,
something
such
as
this
before
can be caused.
than
rural
schools,
the
city
Views. that corruption and cases slip through the cracks,
it
happens
is
to
empower
Forcing the idea out of mind
Schools
are
portrayed
in
an
violence only occur in which can be devastating.
students
by
providing
them
will
only further perpetuate the
amplified
negative
light
due
Schools with a generally
ghettos and impoverished
with
knowledge.
Being
vigilant
belief that school violence is a
inner cities are inaccurate. In relaxed atmosphere such as to their overexposure in the
and
wary
can
be
an
ultimate
media.
gesture of the past and that it
small communities like that Oliver’s can ■attract attackers
tool
in
averting
misfortunes.
The
media
actually
pollutes
is unfeasible an attack could
of Bourbonnais, a feeling of because bf their ease. Most
Violence
has
literally
become
take place in our own home.
immunity can be the greatest people Would never expect the minds of students into
an
international
pandemic.
The
truth is that we must
the
common
conception
that
an attack at Olivet. It seems
threat.
Sept. 28, 2004, a 15 -year -old embrace the evidence and train
Feeling content
Argentinean boy killed three ourselves accordingly.
in an academic
students and wounded six other
Proper use of emergency
environment
is
"Is
it
possible
that
we
as
members
of
a
people in a town near Buenos plans, security forces and
»imperative. As a
Aires. Dec. 7, 1999 in Veghel, counseling could provide a
. placewherestudents Christian university have become com
a shooter was left in a coma safer environment for students
can flourish j i it is placent because we feel that we have
after injuring a teacher and and citizens alike. A horrific
important that the
three classmates and. turning event should not have to occur
campus and its nothing to fear?"
his gun on himself. April 20, to spark awareness to the
surrounding areas
1999, 15 people were killed world’s many evils. Instead,
are made to feel »-STEPHANIE SIMPSON
and
23 were left wounded we must not believe we are
safe. As Christians
at
Columbine
High School. immune to tragedy.
we welcome people
Dec. 1, 1997, five students
. into our school and
were killed and three were left
generally drop our
wounded as they attended a
guard. Realistically, no campus too improbable because o f the violence is centered solely
metropolitan
areas prayer circle.
can be considered one hundred school’s religious affiliations upon
It seems almostunfathomable
and
it
further
enhances
the
small
community
percent safe because potential and

Do you feel safe at school?
Let us know at glimmerglass.olivet.edu.
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School shootings: are we at risk?
Society hardens; an d forgets a ll too soon
By KT Johnson
Forum co-editor.
Over seven years ago, two
boys marched into their high
school and started shooting at
their peers, killing 12 students
and wounding 24 others,
according to wikipedia.org. It
seems like old news, but the
truth is; it is not. Just over a
week ago, a man marched into
an Amish school and shot at 10
young girls, killing five. While
the assailants and the scenes are
different, the story isn’t. What
becomes an even bigger ^ su e
is the complacency among the
country, among students and
among faculty.
For many of us at Olivets
we have been fortunate enough
to have not gone through such
an experience, which leads me
to the biglSsue: because events^
like these are placed beyond the
television screen, have a\i|raga|
students forgotten about them?
More importantly, do religiousa
institutions believe that they
are completely set apart from
such an event?
My whole life I have grown
up on the outskirts of Chicago
in suburbia-land. Every night
I would watch the neysS before
dinner constantly hearing
about honfi£ides, burning fires
and violence.. While I was
aware of what was going on,
my heart and my mind became
more callous after every news
brief. It was as if the more I
heard about these events, the

Graphic by Denton hird
more I tried to block them out
and make them not real.
I truly feel like that is whatg
our society is doing today. The
more we hear, about events
that are devastating, the more
we react at first then dissipate

knowing another event is soon
to.come around.
It’S the car acciden|®tory,
when you drive by a ear
accident and see the devastation
you slow down, but an hour
or a half hour later you are

Our society il. a
driving the samej|speed. you
were before. Or even wojjejl walking car accident. We
you did not even slow to begin . celebrate the anniversaries^
with because you know ljg|t no we talk about the events and
matter what, a car accident | | | j||gs e ffe c t but #afeonth later,
an accident and can happen at
See Johnson> PAGE #11
any time,

A lessonfrom the Amish in the wake offragedy
By Emily Davis
Forum eo-editor
The latest barrage of
school shootings has;'sparked
a new wave of debate and fear
among school administrators
and students across the nation.
In fact, in the news
just this evening, one of the
lead stories- was considering
whether or not children are
more afraid to attend school
in light of these recent events.
And, with the perpetrators
ranging
anywhere . from
(-Students to deranged adults^
how can we identify a possible
school shooter?
It seems as though
just about anyone could fit the
criteria. And now that it has
even invaded a community as
innocent and isolated as the
Amish community, it seems as

though any school or institution
could be at risk.
What makes a school a
target? No longer does it seem
that exposure, location or even
size is a factor The simple
fact that they are. areas of
congregation for children and
thus, areas were mass amounts
of terror can be onslaught,
schools are targets.
Are we, as an
institution, above such a case?
To be honest, I don’t believe so.
I mean really, the moment the
Amish community isgubjected
to such an act, not even a small
college community such as
ourselves can assume that we
are above such events.
Still,s at the risk of
sounding a bit pessimistic, I
do not see that we are all that
capable of preventing eventsrsuch as these. There are always

those that fall through the
cracks: the jaded, the confused
and the lost* As long as evil
is à real and valid force in the
world, even thè most innocent
communities are subject to
horrific events. ;
So", what power do
we have? If aye can’t identify
the “bad guv$| and we can
no longer assume that we are
safe due to our small size, our
Christian affiliation or our
Student body, what can we
do?
This past Sunday I
heard a very wise sermon
that really caused me to think
about the-School shooting in
Pennsylvania". All week long
I heard people wonder how
such an atrocious event could
happep to such a •peaceful
people and why those that
are so faithful could suffer so

world In their faith and in their
However, when did Isilent forgiveness!
1 do not say this to
anyone ever hear the Amish
community that suffered the : minimize these horrific events:;.
losses ask such questions?!' No, instead I simply point out
. Never once did a representative' this example to show‘a*#ay to
from the community wonder respond and a power that can
why such evil occurred or overcome any evil.
Can we know the
- wish any hatred upon the man
future.^ no. But we can
that upturned their world.
The power we have learn from those that have
against this evil is1in .our faith suffered that with God, we
and our ability to forgive can overcome and forgive
~ with God. God ■& our absolutely anything.
This does not give us
fjftrength. The members of
that Amish community never an excuse for complacence
once made a massfstatement or for willful ignorance. We
or a slanderous remark. No,' can’t stand by and let this evil
instead they peacefully rode permeate our school system.
in the funeral processions' that We have to have faith and
passed silently in front of the take strong action so that one
house of the man they could day children can go to school
have hated.
Instead, they without the fear that plagues;
.forgave. The Amish made the gradeschool playground
their loudest statement to the today.
much.

